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ERRATA SHEET

The Board of Editors neglected to include Mr. Leibowitz's corrections of *The Sequential Distribution of Television Programming in a Dynamic Marketplace*, 34 CATH. U.L. REV. 671 (1985) This errata sheet contains those corrections.

Page 671, footnote *, line 4: “Subcommittee on Satellite Carrier” should read “Committee on Broadcasting, Sound Recording, and Performing Artists”.

Page 677, third full paragraph, line 2: “Electronic” should read “Entertainment”.

Page 677, third full paragraph, line 9: “prohibited” should read “permitted”.

Page 678, footnote 20, line 1: “provides” should read “exempts from copyright liability:”

Page 678, footnote 20, line 2: after “(2)” add “[the]”.

Page 680, footnote 34, line 3: “Paval” should read “Pavan”.


Page 687, third full paragraph, line 3: “performance licenses” should read “places”.

Page 695, Level 3, line 2: “Subscriber” should read “Subscription”.
